I. INTRODUCTION
Typical issues with text classification are the high dimensionality of feature space and the high sparse of the document-feature matrix. Thus, reduce the dimensionality of feature space is of extreme importance and attracts much research effort. Generally, methods of dimension reduction fall into two categories: feature selection, which choose a portion of features from the whole set by some criteria, and feature extraction, which maps the original feature space to a low dimensional space. Among feature extraction approaches, there are classical Document Frequency, Information Gain, Mutual Information,χ2statistics and ODDS Ratio, etc., [1] . Some novel methods are proposed recently, say, Orthogonal Centroid Feature Selection [2] , SVM based feature selection [3] and Bayes network based feature selection [4] .
Though χ2statistics is effective and has found wide applications [5] , [6] , it has two drawbacks. First, it only counts the document frequency for each feature, without consideration of frequency within documents, thus, it favours low-frequency features. Secondly, this method does not distinguish among features that have different frequency distributions within a category. Research work shows that features with balanced distribution within a category contribute more than features with unbalanced distribution. There are already some improvements on theχ2statistics in the literature. The first kind of improvements combine theχ2statistics with other methods, e.g., with Information Gain [7] , or with Mutual Information [8] . The second kind of improvements aims to introduce some extra indexes to compensate the deficiency of the χ2statistics. In [9] , frequency, degree of concentration, and degree of decentralization are introduced. Based on the indexes proposed in [9] , reference [10] makes modifications so as to filter out the negative correlations between the χ2statistics and categories.
This work follows the second direction, sets forth the index of within category frequency and the index of within category variance, and defines a new χ2statistics based on them. Experimental results demonstrate that, compared to the originalχ2statistics and those modifications in [9, 10] , the new χ2statistics enhances the micro F1 index.
II. IMPROVEMENT ON THE Χ2STATISTICS
Intuitively, given a corpus, features with high frequency are more qualified to represent categories. However, the χ2 statistics utilizes document frequency onlyand does not give enough considerations to features of high frequency. For a feature t and a category j c , the within category frequency of t w.r.t. j c is defined as
is the count of t in j c ， j n is the number of documents that j c contains. In fact, the within category frequency is defined to be a relative measure so that it can handle unbalanced corpus.
Another observation is that, if a feature distributes evenly in some category, then, it represents this category better than features with unbalanced distributions. To
characterize the balanced or unbalanced distributions, some index that measures variance of distribution is needed. Towards this, the first step is to define the distribution function. For a feature t and a document d, The last step is to define the χ2statistics of a feature for the whole corpus. This can be taken to be the sum of χ2statistics for all categories.
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III. EXPERIMENTS
The Fudan corpus contains 20 categories, with 19637 documents. It is a typical unbalanced corpus: some categories contain more than 1000 documents, while some others contain less than 50 documents, c.f. To verify the effectiveness of the improved χ2 statistics, some groups of experiment are designed. In each of the groups, the χ2 statistics (CHI), NewCHI proposed in this work, and other improvements on CHI are compared against a specific corpus, using a specific classifier. Results are summarized below. It is observed from Fig.1 and Fig.2 that, New CHI results higher F1 scores than others. Moreover, New CHI achieves maximum F1 scores by selecting fewer features. The only difference is that SVM performs much better than naive Bayes. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the same trend for New CHI on the Sogou compact corpus using either naive Bayes or SVM. Since this is a balanced corpus, the F1 score increases monotonically with the dimension of feature space. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This work reviews usual feature selection method in text classification, especially the χ2 statistics and its improvements. Two new indexes are then introduced and used to construct the so called New CHI statistics. Experimental results show that the New CHI statistics is effective and handles unbalanced corpus well. 
